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Details of Visit:

Author: Firemage
Location 2: Flintshire, N. Wales
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 21/10/03 18:00
Duration of Visit: 30 mins.
Amount Paid: 40
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Savannah's
Phone: 01352715760

The Premises:

Savannah is a safe, discrete location with good access away from any residential areas. The room
is clean, warm and beautifully laid out in a classical style to put you at your ease. Nice touches with
the canopy bed, large mirror on the wall and the mirror on the ceiling.

The Lady:

Nicole is very beautiful facially and figure wise, standing a little over 5' 8" tall with lovely golden hair
that flows to the mid of her back. She has a gorgeous natural 38FF perfectly formed bust, slims
down to a nice 24 and finishes with a perfectly shaped 34 bottom that J Lo would kill for! She's
bubbly and very experienced, with a warm friendliness that is just so appealing. A real treat to the
eyes! Especially in the black Basque she was wearing.

The Story:

The massage was a gentle affair, designed to put you at your ease. A few minutes of this she asked
me to turn over and removed her top to reveal her perfectly formed boobs ? quite a sight! Some
teasing by hand and then by boobs to really get the mood going. All of the time
she kept making eye contact which I find to be most sexy. She was most encouraging for caress
her breasts, enjoying it almost as much as I did!

On with the 'party hat' as she put it and into a long, slow BJ that puts all others to shame! Not only
did she know what to do, she was really responsive to me (keeping eye contact to judge my
reactions) and seemed to really enjoy it! Again that sexy eye contact.

I could have exploded from her attentions but, unlike others, she didn?t want to get me out of the
door as quickly as possible. She had plans. She?d just learnt a new technique and wanted to try it
out on me. My legs spread wide apart, hers tucked under them she lower herself down to take me
deep inside her. Them she started to work me. This position was new to me but I want to do it
again! Especially when I caught glances of her expressions in the ceiling mirror.

Again she didn?t want to take it too far so we changed position to a more tradition girl on top.
Frantic fun with her massive boobs juddering for all they?re worth! We stopped just short of my
climax as she needed a few seconds to recover from hers. She asked my preference. No hesitation
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in choosing the first position again! She puts everything into it, coming again in the process until I
come in the hardest climax I have for a long time!

Tender, GFE aftermath, looking after me until I depart.

Nicole is a real gem in a sea of stones. Treat her well and she really shines.
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